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Use a Professional Photo

Use Keywords In Summary 
& Experience Sections

Showcase Your Work

Optimize Your Tagline

Results-Focused  Summary

Summary Character Count

Choose the Right Skils & Endorsements  

Get Recommendations & Endorsements

100% Profile Completion
Sync Your Profile & Resume
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Optimize Your Tagline
LinkedIn’s algorithm seems to weight your tagline
based on your use of keywords.

Use keywords, descriptors and deliverables
in your tagline. Hiring managers use these
keywords to find people like you. Do not let it
default to your current job title.

Use A Professional Photo
Having a photo on your LinkedIn 
profile increases your profile 
being viewed by 40%.

Use a photo that is professional 
and appropriate for your industry 
and your target job.

Use a cropped headshot that is 
free from blurs, other people and 
distractions. Make sure you look 
approachable.
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Sync Your Profile & Resume
In most job application scenarios, hiring
managers will find your LinkedIn profile
after they have reviewed your resume. It’s
important that your resume and LinkedIn
profile are synced with accurate information
across both mediums.

Results-Focused Summary
The summary section is a 2000-character space to showcase your key accomplishments.

Outline what your employers and clients have come to know you for during your career.  
Remove the fluff and clichés from your summary and instead, make it jam-packed with  
action-driven information and language, letting your personality shine through for that  
prospective employer.

Summary Character Count
Pay attention to the first 40 characters in your LinkedIn Profile 
Summary. As evidenced by this screen shot of my own profile
on a mobile device, only up to the first 40 characters of your  
profile show up on some mobile app screens. The profile has to 
beopened entirely to read the rest of the summary.
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Use Keywords In Summary & 
Experience Section
Keywords are important throughout your profile, not just 
your tagline, so hiring managers and recruiters can find your 
profile using a keyword search. 

Cut and paste a job description into a word cloud function, 
such as wordle.net, to identify keywords and acronyms that 
you need to have in your profile - especially in your summary
and experience sections.

100% Profile Completion
Once your profile is 100% complete, it will place higher in search results. Be sure to complete all of the sections including 
Education and Interests. Insert the applicable information – being conscious about the overall impact it will have on your 
personal brand. Include details that help enhance your brand and make your profile stronger.

Get Recommendations & Endorsements
Having colleagues, bosses, clients, and others
provide a recommendation about your work and
capabilities is the best kind of social proof you can get 
on LinkedIn. Reach out to your connections and ask 
them to provide a recommendation. The more  
qualitative the recommendation, the better.

Choose The Right Skills & Endorsements
The skills section allows you to create an instant  
association with the different skillsets you have.  
Be careful in choosing the right skills for the job you  
are seeking and your personal brand. 

You can reference the job descriptions you are applying 
to for guides on keywords and phrases to include.
Your connections can provide endorsements for these 
skills. Choose the most relevant endorsements.  
It is OK to delete endorsements for topics not  
pertaining to what you want to do.

Showcase Your Work
The skills section allows you to create an instant
Include relevant information in each of these sections
such as Publications, Projects, Courses, and Volunteer 
Experience. Upload applicable whitepapers, media, 
presentations, and videos to reinforce your personal 
brand.

Interested in learning more LinkedIn profile strategies guaranteed to land interviews?
Attend our next no-cost training session presented by Lisa Rangel, Founder and Managing Director of Chameleon 
Resumes, to learn how to design a powerful LinkedIn profile. 

Register now at www.chamres.com/linkedin

http://www.chamres.com/linkedin



